
ELECTRICAL

Canadian Lighting Manufacturer with roots that reach back 
60 years. Categories include Emergency Lighting, Architectural, 

Residential, Commercial, Industrial, Drivers, Ballast, Lamps, 
Explosion Proof, Accent & Temporary Lighting

Industry-leading quality LED Linear Ribbon -12v 24v  & 120v Indoor 
and Outdoor LED Ribbons, Extrusions, RBGW + Smart Controls. 
Under-cabinet and Puck Lights, Architectural Cove, Step lights, 

Niche manufacturer specializing in lighting products for industrial 
application, correctional & food and beverage processing. Portfolio 

includes shatter-resistant lamps, and LED Fixtures. Class I Div II - NSF 

Linmore LED manufactures a broad portfolio of lighting solutions for 
most applications, from ultra-performance LED fixtures with multi-
channel LED drivers to high-value LED products and retrofit kits.

Rough-in products, Conduit fittings, Flexible conduits, metallic flex, 
Explosion Proof fittings, EMT and Rigid Conduit, Bends and Nipples, 

JB cover plates, Ground Plates, HVAC disconnects + whips.

Southwire Tools, components and Assembled Solutions - Industry 
leading manufacturer of Conduit benders, Wire pullers, Test and 

Measurement, Hand Tool, Temporary Power, Extension Cord, 

Canadian manufacturer of residential, commercial and industrial 
heating cable and controls.

Air comfort conditioning manufacturer of electric heating, ventilation 
and temperature control products.

The DIVVEE was developed for the residential EV charging market. It 
is a device that intercepts a 40 Amp circuit that is already included in 

your electrical panel and splits the power supply between that and the 
EV charger.

Solar Vision Inc. offers the most up-to-date, sustainable commercial 
solar lighting solutions. Our products are revolutionizing the solar 

lighting industry

Xero Linear Lighting Systems brings together the best available 
technology for any curved or linear lighting system.

NSI Industries includes: Tork digital and mechanical time clocks + 
Photo-controls Polaris insulated lugs: Indoor, Submersible, Direct Bury, 
Platinum Tools (Data) Other brands include Warrior Wrap tape, Rhino 

safety gear and more.

LIGHTING

Orders & Inquiries: orders@cascadiasales.ca 
     Quotes & Projects:  quotes@cascadiasales.ca  

(604) 888.3344

Solais Lighting -  Best-in-class LED manufacturing. Products that will 
sustain the test of time in the most crucial environments.

LINE CARD

LIGHTING

Intrigue Lighting manufactures architectural, pedestrian scale, exterior LED 
lighting fixtures constructed to perform while also withstanding the elements.

Eaton is an intelligent power management company dedicated to 
improving the quality of life and protecting the environment for people 
everywhere. We are guided by our commitment to do business right. 


